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February, 1995
Seconded motion to authorize a Special Committee of Inquiry of the Faculty Senate

Need For the Inquiry
Universities exist to preserve, impart, and discover knowledge. Uniting these activities in one

institution, and including as many fields of study as possible, distinguishes universities from other
educational institutions. Universities are also distinctive in being collaborative enterprises. The archivists
and librarians who collect, organize, and store knowledge, the teachers who impart it to students, and
the researchers and scholars who make new discoveries and recover lost knowledge, cooperate with each
other, and are motivated to excel in their activities by their mutual commitment to knowledge.

Administrators at a university serve those who do its work. Whenever they mistakenly believe
themselves to be the primary custodians of a university's essential interest in knowledge, they may
actually impede rather than advance that interest. And when it appears, as it does now at the University
of Arizona, that administrators may be using an increasingly disproportionate amount of a university's
resources for administration, the faculty of that university have an obligation to look into the matter.

The Motion
It is moved, and seconded,
That seven faculty members not currently in an administrative post at the University, and with

expertise relevant to conducting the inquiry in a professional manner, be authorized as a Special
Committee of Inquiry to look into and report the use of University resources by administrators in every
unit and at all levels of the University during the present fiscal year, ten years ago, and twenty years ago,
so that such use and its trend over the last two decades may be made public with a credible degree of
comprehensive factual certainty;

That this Committee report on: first, a definition of an administrator, including a definition of
Full-Time Equivalent Administrator, in order to state the total number of administrators and full-time
equivalents as a ratio to the total number of students and the total number of faculty, including their full-
time equivalents, in each year being examined and the number of administrators outside departments and
colleges, with an indication of how many of these are academic administrators, the number in
departments, and the number in colleges; and, second, a summary of administrative expenses for each
year in the categories of (1) compensation to administrators, (2) compensation to administrative staff,
except lawyers and their assistants, (3) compensation to,lawyers and their assistants and costs of
proceedings at law, including the settlement of lawsuits, with an indication of the portion of these legal
costs attributable to the operation of the University's medical division, and (4) payments to and for
consultants, 'facilitators," outside reports and studies of administrative concerns, 'workshops" and
'retreats,' entertainments, travel, and office operations (equipment, furniture, supplies: redecoration, and
services like telephones and xeroxing); and the proportion of each year's University Budget consumed
by the total of such administrative costs;

That the members of the Committee be appointed by the Chairman of the Faculty upon
the advice and recommendations of as many Senators and other faculty as can be consulted, within one
month of the passage of this motion;

That the officers of the Faculty Senate arrange to make available to the Committee the resources
to carry out its inquiry; and,

That the Committee make an interim report to the Faculty Senate during the first full semester
after its first meeting, or as soon as possible, to apprise the Senate of the procedures it intends to follow,
the expect date of its final report, and any category of information it considers necessary to include in
its final repor which ha not been mentioned in this motion.

Moved by: ¡ Seconded by:
Job' H. McElroy, Senator Edward J. illiams, Senator



UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Office of the University Attorneys

Telephone 621-3175 Fax 621-9001

TO; Fulvio MeMa, Chnir Research Policy Committee

FROM: Dianne L Sagner

DATE: February 1,1995

SUBJECT: Interim Conflict of Interest and Commitment Policy (Policy)

Following our conversation yesterday about the remaining concerns of the Research
Policy Committee (RPC) as to the Policy, I reviewed the Policy and applicable University
rules and discussed the matter with Lynne Wood of this office and Mike Cusanovich, since
he is the administrator for the Policy. I offer the following in response to the issues we
discussed.

L Annual Reporting of Outside Employment and Activities by Administrators
with Faculty Appointments. The RPC's recomniendtion is eminently sensible and all
employees in this group should be bound by all the rules of the Policy inciuding the annual
reporting and others, if applicable, and they should report directly to the JRC. This group
includes all deans, directors, department heads and similar employees with faculty rank of
any type, adjunct part-time or full-time, including the provost and president. Mike supports
this change.

II. Reporting Abuse of Discretion by Department Heads. The concern here is
the need to deal with departments or deans, who allow or induce faculty to engage in
conduct which, gives the appearance of, or is in fact7 a conflict of interest or commitment.
You. said the RPC wants allegations of this type published or aired publicly. I do not agree
and following is my explanation.

i
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MEMORANDUM



Memo 1-31-9 5
Conflicts Policy

Special employment terms agreed to by faculty and a department head or dean and
reduced to writing mid are incorporated, actually or by reference, into the faculty member's
employment contract with ABOR. While the contract may provide for terms seemingly
imperinissible, the university would be bound by them and I cannot imagine asituation
where someone would nilow publication or publicly discussing of their employment contract.
In such a case, the employee head would probably retain counsel to avoid public disclosure
of the terms of the contract.

However, other mechanisms are available to review such matters. The "University
Handbook for Appointed Personnel,0 (UI-lAP) has policies governing "Consulting and
Outside Employment," Sec. 2.06.06; "Misconduct in Research,' Sec. 2.13.09; "Conflict of
Interest," [which will be amended to reflect the new Policy], Sec. 2.06.08; and, Chapter 6,
which provides a grievance procedure for ail appointed personnel. Also, the University
Committee on Ethics and Commitment (UCEC) is charged with handling questions of "....
fraud in research, conflict,pf commitmenf and facilities misuse based on current University
policies on these issues." (UHAP, p.104; emphasis added.)

Finally, Section VII, B of the Policy, "Reporting of Non-Compliance", specifically
allows an employee to file a confidential written allegation with UCEC, SAC, [Appointed
Personnel Council, APC, is being added for that group of employees] to raise such issues
as to others. Based on the above, it would be iimppropriate to modify the Policy to
accommodate these concerns, since the new Policy and existing procedures appear sufficient.

If these avenues of redress prove inadequate in the future, the Policy and UHAP
could be amended by the Faculty Senate to provide for more specific relief for these types
of allegations. I look forward to meeting with the Facúlty Senate to discuss the Policy next
Monday.

C; M. Cusanovich
C. Geoffrion

Gilliland
J. Schneider
P. Sypherd

Walker
L Wood
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DATE: January 30, 1995

TO: Charles Tatum
Dean, Faculty of Humanities

FROM: Dianne R. Sagner

MEMORANDUM

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
OFFICE OF ThE UNIVERSITY ATTORNEY

Telephone: 621-3175 Fax: 621-9001

SUBJECT: Conflict of Interest Policy: Annual Disclosure by Faculty

I apologize for any confusion I may have caused during the meeting last week with
your department heads, Kathy Schneyer, Lynne Wood and myself in discussing the annual
reporting requirement for faculty. Allow me to clarify the matter. In the Interim Conflicts
Policy (Policy), Section V, "Reporting," the Conflicts Form must be completed any time an
employee:

(3) is involved in any actual or potential conflict
of commitment or interest cvhich involves
remuneration, part-time or full-time employment,
self-employment, consulting, advising, whether or
not done on University premises or during
University business hours and even if for a not-
for-profit or government entity.

This does not include traditional, external academic activities, such as, e.g., site visits,
promotion and tenure reviews, program evaluations. These activities are also exempt under
Section VI D, "Consulting and Outside Employment for Full-Time Employees." The Policy
is being revised and both sections will be changed to reflect this exemption. However, these
activities are "reported" as the public service component of the annual performance
evaluations.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND
COMMITMENT POLIC

I. INTRODUCTION

Employees of the University must be aware that outside obligations, financial interests or
other employment may result in a conflict of interest or commItment and affect the objectivity
of employees' decisions and the effectiveness of their performance

This Pocy covers all Universi cmployces.

Nothing in this Policy restricts faculty members om choosin the. sub] ect matter of their
research, scholarly work or other activities, subject to the budgetiry and programmatic constraints
of the unit and the Umversity Nor is this Pc'cv i«ended to limit the types
of external activities or business traisactirns 61' University ernpioyes as long as those activities
do not present conflicts of interest and commitment.

IL. CONFLICT OF INTEREST DEFINED

A. UNIVERSITY POLICY

A conflict of interest exists when an employee is in a postion tà influence any University
business transaction, research activity or other decisiöns in ways that could lead to any manner
or form of personal gain for the employee, bIty *n'

or his/her family members. Conflicts of interest and conflicts of commitment may be
considered improper either alone or in combination.

This Policy incorporates all policies and procedures set forth in the: "Arizona Board of
Regents (ABOR) Policy Manual," "University Handbook for Appointod Personnel" (UI-IA?),
"Classified Staff Personnel Policy Manual," Arizona Conflict of fntercst statute (A.RS. § 38-501,
et seq.). and all applicable federal laws and regulations. Use of this policy does not preclude the



use of any other departmental, unit, University or ABOR policy àd.s:: thec isucs, including
but not limited to the grievance procedures involving the Corrì11ttee o: Acuiieniic Fedom &
Tenure (CAPI), Section 6, IJIIAP R$1 na tMr h &wd d l4

-J
B. STAU AND FEDERAL LAW

Under the Arizona Conflict of Interest statute, employees must disclose in writing to the
University any substantial interest, as defined in this Policy, they or their close relatives have in
dealing with the University and refrain from voting upon or participating in any decision ¡n which
the employee or Hsier relative has a substantial interest. Under the statute there are also
instances in which employees may need to submit a Disclosure of Substantial Interest form to
ABOR.

Federal law and grant regulations now require assurances from recipient institutions that
their conflict policies are in force, will be utilized and that records as to employee activities aie
maintained. In reviewing University records, federal agencies may find conflicts, cven though
the University reached a different conclusion. Copies of applicable federal policies are available
through Sponsored Projects and in the offices of academic units.

III. CONFLICT OF COMMITMENT DEFINED

A conflict of commitment is an activity that interferes wi0. an employees ability to carry
out his/her duties effectively. External employment, or self-employment in an employee's
profession or specialty, is permitted where there is no a conflict of intere st or commitment.
employees on full-time appointment are compensated for ful1 time employment and outside or
dual employment or othcr aetivìty, whether compensated or not, that in any way interferes with
the performance of an employee's University duties and responsibilities isa conflict of
commitment and as such is not permitted.

2
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IV. DEFINITIONS

AdminIstrators: Employees of the University whose Notice oL Appcintme:ut incorporates
the ABUR Conditions of Administrative Service as the conditions of their employment.

Appeals: All appeals must be in writing, include docujuents rehied to the case and be
subuiitted to the parties stated in this Policy.

Appointed Pcrsonnel All employees with a Nou o Appointment includin,g
administrators, faculty, academic and service professionals aiu adtìate assistants and
associates.

5, Classified Staff: All employees whose positions are eIassfied under the Arizona
Universities Personnel System (AUFS) and who are either ct'Jìr cItssified staff, part-
time classified staff or temporary classified staff,

Committee on Academic Freedom & Tciwe (CAFT) e ecuIty Committee that
hears grievances under Section 6 of UTIAP and which ca Le uized in a parallel
procedure by faculty who are involved in assertions of ìoi-cu;rLance under this Policy.

Conflict ofinterest and Commitment Diselourt Form "CcnLiiCtS Eorrn; The internal
foi-in to be completed containing all inform4jon ahoul :: -upioyee's 'substantial
interest," as defined in this Policy. (This differs from the ABC0 f, which is only used
in certain circumstances) 'Conflicts" as used in the PJIry z CtS tu both conflicts of
interest and commitment,

Consulting: External, professional activities including but cu. uutned to, any activity
that: (1) is performed on an individual contractual basis for nv bvidual, firm or agency
other than the University of Arizona; (2) is based upon OUIC DrefecsionaI knowledge,
experience and abilities; and (3) is undertaken for personud beyond the payment of
a nominal honorarium andlor reimbursement for expens

FEB- 3-95 FRI 15:42 U of AZ ATTORNEYS FA NO. P.05
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-9 EmplDyes AU pi members of the Unlverslt) comirn nity ìiu g alt 'ìppoiiited
personnel, classified staff and student employces, whethe; paI1iirne or contract
employees.

Facultr Employees who are responsible for and wh.oe performance evaivations are
based primarily on the teaching, research and public seri;íce goats and objectives of the
University and who have the terms professor, associate professor, assistant professor,
insuctor or lectLn-er in their title. Faculty members may be tenurd, tenuieeligible, non-
tenure-eligible,

Y

Financial Data: Financial data describes the type of infonnaiion reported on the
Conflicts Form for any interests that are not "Remote In? rgt" under tffl-Pohey ÀCZ

It includes, but is not limited to, anything of monetary vatue worth or
more, excluding reimbursed expenses ude,s, but not limited to
salary, payment for services, consulting fees, honoraria, stocks stock options, warrants,
patents, copyrights trade secrets, future rights, in-kind remunerations, gifts, debts or other
financial benefit Disclosurcs of ±ìnanciai interest iclude da1 on in employee's
family and business associates when applicable fth 14ti1(i dlxt

Institutional Review Committee (Ii&C) The IRC shall review the Conflicts Form,
appeals or other matters as set forth in this Policy. The ix members shall be appointed
by the President and include: three tenured faculty nonvineted by the Faculty Senate (two
of whom must have scientific or technical trainiii). o-l4niie:'si; s ,

>" j a member of the classified sta9T d J C p ior not aNliated with
the University. The presence of any four members shall constitute a quorum. An
attorney from the University Attorneys' Office shall serve in an advisory capacity.

Office of the Vice President for Research (OVPR); The OVPR ts as staff to the IRC
and maintains conflicts forms, flies, and a database ori a1 potential and actual conflicts,
allegations of non-compliance and sanctions, in keepiriz th federal requirements.

J'rincipal Investigator (PTh The principal investigaor is ne individual who has
decision-making responsibilities for the design, coduct, evaluation, monitoring,
expenditure of funds and reporting of a sponsored reseach projet ai. the University. Pl
includes any co-principal investigators and the singular P sha1 be road as plural.



Provost: The Provost and Senior Vice President for :drnc Ailairs shall consider
appeals under this Policy. The Provost may delegate resûuti; r. . f my naiet' hereunder
if unavailable or uaable to review the matter impartially.

Relatives: Relatives include spou, children,
grandchildrcn, parents. grandparents, brothers, sisters, and alJ half, step and in-law
relations in these categories. For purposes of personnel decisions the definition of relative
also includes great-grandparents, greatgrandchildren, 9urits, unc es, nieces and nephews.

Remote Interest: A remote interest is any interest that is less than a substantial interesi
as defined in the Arizona Revised Statutes (AR.S. 385Oi , et. seq.). Under this Policy
employees do not have to disclose remote interests unless specifically requested to do so.
Most of the following examples of remote interests eom from Arzona Revised
Statutes, (&.R.S. § 38-502.10)

A nonsalaried officer of a nonprofit corratior ('vhere the corporation
does business with the University);
Landlord or tenant of a contractìrig party

e. Attorney of a contracting party;
Member of a nonprofit cooperative narketing sociation vhere the
association does business with the Univers:ty);
Ownership of less than 3 percent of the shares of a corporation for profit
from which the income does not exceed 5 percent of the person's total
fanilly income, and other payments from the corporation to the person do
not exceed 5 percent of the person's total fanì.iI; incoms;
Reimbursement for actual and necessary epenscs incurred in the
performance of official duties (as to any decislrn affecting snr'h
reimbursement);
Recipient of public services geñra1ly ivaiìahte tn th nb1ic (as to
decisions affecting those services);
A publie officer or employee of another pibIìc agency unless the action of
that agency would confer a direct eeonorc benefit or der4niit
Member of a trade, business, occupation, prnfession O!' class of persons
whose interest is no greater than the ints sst cf e.r imcí' of that or
similar groups;

j (rifts, in cash or in kind, of no more 1n- 'i u Ou, .t «. c itX 1ion
any entity doing business wì.th the University.

5
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iL Substantial Interest:

employee or a family member and worth $250MO or moce-, oxctuive. of rimburse4

22. University Attorneys' Office (tJA_Q) UAO shall advise unit hcads and administrators
as to implementation and interpretation of this Policy. .' member f iJiO shall serve in
an advisory capacity to the WC and SAC.

23 University Committee on_Ethics_and Cojmtment (IJCEC': Th conimittec that
reviews allegations of non-compliance under this Potic' a c. fey and appointed
personnel and makes recommendations to the Vice President Research as to non-
compliance and sanctions.

University Handbook for Appointed Jersothe1 (tJRkP); The binder containing
University policies applicable to faculty ard appointed persouneC

Vice President for Research. (VPR: The VPR is responsibie for monitoring all
Sponsored Activities under federal and state law and shall make certa decisions under
this Policy. The VPR may delegate resolution of any mauer hereunder it' unavailable or
unable to review the matter impartially.

6
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Senior Vke President for Business ¼ffairs (SVPBAr - - VPB.'\ i charged with
reviewing allegations of non-compliance for all classif cc tfí under Seetion VIE of this
Policy. The SVPBA may delegate resolutioti of any matter berender f unavailable or
unable to review the matter impartially.

Sponsored Aetivitie: Academic, research or educational health care programs funded
by any outside source or entity including government üni. for-pm fit nr not-for-profit
entities.

Staff Advisory Council (SAC) The committee that reviews allegations of non-
compliance as to any classified employee.
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V. REPORTING POTENTIAL OR ACTCAL CONFHIC1'S

The Conflicts Form must be completed and 5ubmitted any timo an mp1oyee or the
employee's relative; (1) Is or may be involved in an activity coered in Secliori VI; (2) bas
or may lm.ve a substantial interest as defined in this Policy; or, (3! i involved fO any actual 01
potential conflict of commitment or interest which involves reuiuinrath'e. parttinic or full-time
cmploymcnt, self-employment, consulting advising, whether or ot done on University
premises or during University business hours and even if for a not-for-profit or govorornent
entity.

This Policy establishes a process which is self.-iJntifying. However, third parties may
report allegcd coiiflicts, in writing, to their supervisor, IRC or OVPR, if an employee fails to do
so or do so adequately. Reports by a third-party shall be held in confidence by the recipient.

VT. PROCEDURES

A4 BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS. all businegs tra sìcîcns involving the
University and/or ABOR for the Umversity, ecc sperc'ed renh

&xf delete

PERSONNEL: personnel decisions concerning appointment, retentiot,
promotion or compensation of a relatie or responsibility or managing or

$ thut

4d \t

evaluating the work of a relative.

7

SPONSORED ACTIVITIES. partkipatiri in Spc1risoreJ Activities
includes but is not limited to: traihng, testing, clinical trials, educational patient
care programs or evaluation of University or University-related work, work
products or research and goods or services provided to th University in
connection with Sponsored Activities in the (brm of: ints, eon Lracts and gifts
from any government agency or unit, forprouit or noi rprou1i entity.

1. When submitting a Routing Sheet for Sronsorr Act.ties, the PI must
indicate whether an actual or potentia rceñie exIsts hv checking the
appxopriate space.
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If the space is marked, the PT shall comp t'te the ifiics Form, place it
in a sealed envelope with a set of the Sp'nsorel Activities' documents,
mark it confidential and forward it to the. 0V PR.

The routing of material for Sponsored Activities will continue in the usual
manner and commencement of such accivity w'ifl proceed, subject to
adjustment if a conflict is later found.

The OVPR shall send a copy of the Conflicts Forni, to the IRC, If the IRC
determines that no conflict exists, it shall notif the PT in writing.

S. If an actual or potential conflict is presented, the [RC shall notify the PI
in writing and allow the Pl to provide it with inforrnììion and present the
matter before a quorum of the IRC. At the PI' s request the T'RC meeting
may be open to the public.

If the matter is not resolved using No. 5 above, the IRC shall recommend
one or more of the following to the VPR: the propo2al be: (i) revised in
any manner (financial, staff, scope); (2) reported o ABOR under A.R.S.

§ 38-501; (3) monitored by the IRC; or. (4; abandoned. The
recommendation shall be in writing and a copy sent to the PI.

The VPR shall review the recommendations cf the 1RC .r.ìd decide on the
appropriate course of action including, but not .U.tnited to the options set
forth in No. 6 above. The PI may present materials to and meet with the
VPR. The VPR's decision shall e in writing with copies sent to the N
and IRC

The PI may appeal the VPR's decision to the Provost whcshall evaluate
all of the materials presented and allow the Pl a chance to present the case
in person. The Provost's review is limited to aprovíng the VPR's
decision or referring it back to the VPR for further consideration. The
Provost's decision shall be in writing and is final.



D. CONSULTING & OUTSIDE EMPLOYMLNT F -TlM EMPLOYEES.

All consulting or outside employment must be reported to the University
annually and approved by an employee's supervísor. By November ist
each year fuji-tinte employees shall pro vìde a wñtten summary o. these
activities to their supervisor for appro\ pi E$eyees with no
outside employment or consulting must so indicate, in writing, to their
supervisors. This information must be undated it' the facts change during
the year.

Unit heads shall forward all reports from N. I above to the dean, director
or vice president. Reports from academic uiits shall also he sent to OVPR
for record keeping.

If the uiiit head rejects arty reported ftvitv inder this Section, the
employee may request that the matter b e vui b tile TRC, ?Ç er

&-the or

If an employee requests review of a w ciiun n consulting or outside
cmptoymcnt, the IRC, I« and SAC s1"- fùow trie nrocedures set forth
in Article VI, Section C of this Pblìcy. Tie :rn ÁR1ô SAC shall be
substituted for IRC in applying the proceiircs of ArtIc1 VI, Section C to
classified staff ttç *ife 11

ff-my aj.pcul the SAC
decisien to the Vice President for Busines This whose decision is final.

E. CONSULTING & OUTSIDE EMPLOYME PART-TtME EMPLOYEES

L The procedures involving part-time ernpkyee ìntended to be informal
and flexible. Part-time employees need dscic 1I outside activitiCs
to their supervisors, but must report thesc vhíc: r; rcrult in conflict

of interest or commitment

9
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If an employee has not made a disclosure of otside employment or
consulting, but the supervisor is concerne that thr employee may have a
conflict, the supervisor may reiHre the empiöyee to diccicse Lhe outside
activity.

Following disclosure, the supervisor shai meet wi1.h the employee to
review the matter and shall then make determination as to whether a
conflict exists and suggest corrective actic.n to resolve the matter and, if
requested present the decision to the emp oyee in writing.

The employee may appeal the supervi5or'. decision to the administrator to
whom the supervisor reports. This appeai ;s final.

F. SPONSORED RESEARCH: COMPLIANCE BY CONSULTANTS

In compliance with federal regu1ations he Uaiversity will ensure that
outside parties, whether not-for-profit or foprofit, consulting to or
participating in the University's federally f'.nded sponsored research agree
to be bound by this Policy, or similar po1icie of their own institutions, and
not engage in conflicts of interest as defineO in the applicable regulations.

2. fer
PcÇèftk

fer-pre4it companis which wil-! not 'mt*
grunt

.'Pj-s The determmmon as to
unacceptable conflicts for outside participants rests with the funding
agency.

VIL SANCTIONS FOR NON-COMPLIANCE

A. DEFINITION OF NON-COMPLIANCE

1. Non-compliance includes, but is not li to, trJure t: I) comply with
this Policy, (2) report ac.curateìy on the Conllicm Form, (3' comply with
decisions tmder the Policy. Other actiors ma'y e dcc c!rd

lo

P, 1?
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li

P. ì

noncon-ìpliance at the discretioa of the adrn stratOr or committee
involved. Non-compliance may result iii discipUoar' aedon, up to and
including termination ftoni employment.

B REPORTh'G OF NON-COMPLIA?CE

1. Any employee may make an allegation of noncn 1pliancc co UCEC(JÇ
or SAC, whichever is applicable. All allegations tmist he n 'writing and
shall be tîeated as confidential.

C. PROCEDUR1S FOR REVIEW OF kLLEGEf) NON-COMPLIANCE

UCE4. or SAC shall provide the employez subject 1:0 the allegation
with an anonymous copy of the chargt The employee shall have an
opportunity to present materials and meet vith the ommttee. Proceedings
of UCEC, or SAC are confidential.

If UCE or SAC find no violation, 1 shall :o inform the employee
in writing, and provide a copy of the finding to the VPR or SVPBA.

If UCEC; or SAC find either non-compliance with this Policy or a
decision of the VPR or SVPBA, it shall make written finding and send
it to the employee and the VFR or SVPBA.

The VPR or the SYFBA shall gìve the eiripìoyee an ooporwnity to present
materials and meet with the VPR or SVPBA and toen consider tho finding
of UCB 4t or SAC, determine t e ni op emed to corre et the
situation or begin the proccss to impose swctions as set forth in Subsection
D below. The VPR or SVPBA shall notify the employee in writing of the
decision.

An employee may appeal the decision of either th VPR or the SVPBA to
the Provost The Provost may either affirm 111e decision of the YPR or
SVPBA or send the matter back for reconsideration. The decision of the
Provost is final.

D. SANCTIONS

1. Both the procedures for imposing sanctions and the sanCtionS used shall be
governed by existing ABUR and University poIies end procedures and
stale law, if applicable.
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2. Violations of this Policy relating t pi;a;' i )oflSoed research
shall also be reported to the cnpioyees w:in? ecy, if applicable.
Any penalties imposed by an eenaì f; Rhall be deemed
separate from any imposed by the Univ ì.



MEMORANDUM

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Office of the University Attorneys

Telephone 621-3175 s Fax 621-9001

TO: Fulvio Melia, Chair Research Policy Committee

FROM: Diarme R. Sagner

DATE: 1-6-95

SUBJECT: Interim Conflict of Interest and Commitment Policy

Following our meeting last month I offer explanations to the issues you raised.

I. What are the sources of the rules?

The Conflict of Interest (COI) requirements are based on state law, the Arizona
Board of Regents (ABOR) policy and federal regulations covering grant recipients. They
have been in effect for several years, covering, purchasing, personnel and holding of
a substantial interest in an entity doing business with the university. The federal regulations
covering grantees were tightened in the past few years, and enforcement has increased.

Conflict of Commitment (COC) [as applied to faculty] is derived from the COI rules,
historic practice at universities, and rules governing professional colleges by their respective
groups. For example, the law school adheres to rules of the American Association of Law
Schools, American Bar Association for accreditation and its own procedures for COI-COC.

Also, ABOR members have expressed concern over their own, public and legislative
impressions, valid or not, that faculty [who are not required on campus for a fixed work
week] are enriching themselves at the expense of the state and the students. Thus, ABOR
too wants to know what the COI and COC rules are and how they are enforced.

Finally, as part of a federal audit last Spring, the university was told to revise its COI
and COC rules to comply with new federal regulations promulgated by that agency. I prefer
not to cite the federal regulations, as they may be used to force revisions which the
university feels are unreasonable. Please note that the federal guidelines were only one
factor in revising the policy.
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All of these pressures accelerated the process of revising the COI and COC policies
into a single, consistent set of rules, supported by centralized record keeping and universal
standards, and applied through faculty and employee governance systems. The policy does
not replace college rules, but supports them. I offer a caveat: If the university does not do
this on its own, the Arizona legislature may well proscribe the terms on which it is done and
faculty concerns won't matter.

Why Join Conflict of Interest and Commitment in one policy?

First, to create a standard university-wide policy with uniform record keeping and
review, through the Institutional Review Committee (IRC). This will allow: 1) the university
to respond quickly and accurately to federal and state agencies, and 2) ensure fair treatment
of all employees in comparable situations.

Second, a combined policy supports the current efforts of the colleges, which require
disclosure and approval of external activities and interests. Many college administrators
expressed concern that without uniform standards, records and back-up by the
administration and faculty committees, they were impaired in placing limits on their faculty.

Third, the university found that when COI and COC are applied to faculty, they often
overlap. This was borne out by a review of case histories here and elsewhere and comments
from federal agencies. COI and COC are often separated more by nuance. To appreciate
any situation in its entirety, requires that all of the facts are disclosed.

Why must so much information be disclosed?

Compared to similar institutions, both the COI and COC disclosure requirements are
not onerous. We are in good company, since annual disclosure by faculty of outside
activities or potential conflicts, is standard at Rl and state universities and has been for
several years. Pursuant to Section V, "Reporting Potential or Actual Conflicts," periodic
disclosure of financial information is only required if participating in sponsored activities.

The types and breadth of information required will be modified somewhat to make
the reporting less burdensome, and there will be gradual revision and fine-tuning to the
policy as implementation proceeds and the university community becomes more familiar
with it. This is crucial so that inquiries by federal and state agencies can be handled
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promptly with the least strain on resources. With limited resources, offices such as
Sponsored Research cannot divert staff time to gather data, without jeopardizing grant
processing for other faculty.

Why is reporting of outside activities oniy required of faculty?

First, a decision was made not to require reporting by Classified Staff or Appointed
Personnel unless they participate in research activities. The rational was that to include the
Classified and Appointed employees would triple the number of employees reporting from
c. 5,000 to 16,000. This was viewed as likely to be too burdensome for those managing the
information, especially during the two years. This may be changed if the facts warrant it.

Second, faculty are the only university employees not required to work a fixed 40
hour week as a condition of payment. Faculty are not hourly employees under the Fair
Labor Standards Act, and are not categorized as "exempt or non-exempt" workers under the
statute, as the other two groups are, (including the university attorneys.) As such, it is
harder to account for faculty time, which is required under federal and state contracts.

Why were classified staff and appointed personnel included in the policy?

The policy reflects the fact that we are a community. These groups are included
because this is a university-wide policy, covering all employees. Also, some classified staff
and appointed personnel participate in research. I made an error in not recognizing the
Appointed Personnel Organization and Council in the text and that will be corrected.

What is the effect of disclosure?

Disclosure alone means nothing and is not a determination. However, failure to
disclose is a violation of the policy. Determinations are made by the IRC and most will be
routinely approved. This is borne out by the experience here and at other Rl universities.
Disclosures will be reviewed and stored as part of a data base, utilized when needed.
Information on consulting and outside employment will come to the IRC from the colleges
where an initial determination will have already been made.
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Why is the University Committee on Ethics and Commitment (UCEC) being used?

The most important functions of the Policy are to: 1) gather required information,
2) create a uniform review process; and, 3) ensure a fair process. Faculty requested
protection through, eg., appeals to UCEC, open hearings if requested, etc. UCEC will
evaluate information and recommend a course of action. The goal was to protect the
process as a collegial one.

Final decision making rests with administrators, whose decisions can be appealed
under the policy or other university rules. This is consistent with federal regulations
requiring a responsible party designated for grants. Here that is the Vice President for
Research.

Why were graduate students not included?

The policy only covers employees. An assumption was made that graduate students
working part or full-time would be covered as employees. This is being reviewed to ensure
fairness and full reporting.

How was the composition of the IRC determined?

The composition of the IRC arose from faculty comments and the desire of the Vice
President for Research to have a representative group, but small enough to be manageable.
He will consider expanding the IRC to include both classified staff and appointed personnel,
either permanently or as needed. The concern is to keep the IRC from being unwieldy.
Like other aspects of the policy, changes will be made as the policy is implemented.

Why was the minimum amount for disclosure set at $250.00?

There was no statutory reason to use $250.00 and some members of the RPC
suggested it as low enough to generate maximum disclosure. The dollar amount over which
reporting is required, will be raised to $2,500.00 per year, per transaction. The initial goal
is to establish the practice of all employees, especially faculty, reporting information. The
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definitions will be modified as to royalties, honoraria, board membership for not-for-profit
entities and other academic-related, compensated service. There is a difference between
these and remunerative commercial work.

XI. Conclusion

The Policy will be adjusted over time as we find mistakes or ways to make its use
easier. Remember, this is not the Ten Commandments and is not written in stone. (maybe
not a bad idea.) Feel free to distribute this as broadly as necessary, so it can be discussed
at the January Senate Meeting which I will attend to answer these and other questions.

C: M. Cusanovich, VPR
J.D. Garcia, Senate
C. Geoffrion, OVPR
C. Hurt, OTT Advisory Committee
R. Manak, OiT
J. Schneider, UAO
P. Sypherd, Provost
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PROPOSED PERFORMANCE-BASED
COMPENSATION SYSTEM FOR FACULTY

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
January 1995

PREAMBLE

The proposed system should be independent of and should not be intended
to replace COLA, equity and market adjustments. Within this context, it is
deemed that motion 88/89-22 approved by the Faculty Senate on January 23,
1989, applies:

"In all future adjustments to faculty salaries, all faculty who are
evaluated at Level II (i.e., "responsibilities of the position
fulfilled") or higher (i.e., "responsibilities of the position
exceeded") should receive at least the cost-of--living raise given to
all state employees during that same period; additional funds should
be made available for merit funding."

Salary increments should be used to maintain parity with other state
employees to assure across-the-board cost-of-living adjustments.
Employees with less-than-satisfactory performance evaluation will be
ineligible for parity salary increases.

Compensation (salary) should be linked to individual performance and not
based on other considerations. The intent of the Performance-Based
Compensation System is to reward individual faculty (or members of faculty
teams) who meet stated expectations.

OBJECTIVES

To link salary more directly to perform&ice.

To improve and maintain pay equity.

To integrate regular review and the promotion and tenure review
process.

To provide an improved faculty review procedure after tenure or
continuing status is attained.

FEATURES OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

1. Regular peer review of all faculty regardless of rank. The UHAP (1988)
defines "Faculty members "as



"...those members of the Universíty of Arizona faculty who are appointed
to positions that are responsible for and whose performance
evaluations are primarily based on the teaching, research and public
service goals and objectives of the institution; and who have
professor, associate professor, assistant professor, instructor or
lecturer in their title. Faculty memebers may be tenured, tenure-
eligible or nontenure eligible."

The UHAP futher defines academic professionals as

"Employees involved with research or teaching programs who require
professional and intelectual freedom and who report to a person
below the level of vice president, including librarians, cooperative
extensionists, and researchers."

Two additional UHAP definitions are relevant:

"Continuing status" shall mean that a member of the professional staff
is employed under a continuing appointment with the expectation that
the president will renew the appointment for successive appointment
periods, except when renewal is precluded by reason of retirement,
resignation, release for budgetary reasons or reorganization, or
dismissal for just cause."

"Continuing-eligible" shall mean full-time probationary and state -
funded appointments and, as used herein refers to those same persons
described as probationary in ABUR-PM paragraph 6-3 01."

The regular peer review of all faculty regardless of rank includes all
personnel covered by the above definitions. For tenure track, continuing
eligible, tenured and continuing faculty, review will be

every two years for assistant professors and continuing eligible
every three years for associate professors, full professors and

continuing professionals.

This regular review will replace annual reviews. This review will be against
stated expectations/objectives for the ensuing two or three year period.
The expectations/objectives will be stated by the individual faculty
member or, in some instances, by the faculty team (e.g., librarians) and
approved by the department/unit head. However, the
expectations/objectives may be revisited/renegociated within the two or
three year period if appropriate. The performance of the individual faculty
member will be reviewed against these expectations/objectives by a
committee of peers from the same department/unit. This committee could be,
for example, the existing departmental P&T committee, the faculty status
committee, or a distincly separate committee.

2. All performance can be improved. However, the outcome of the review
could be as follows:

needs improvement no salary increment
good one salary increment (e.g., 2% of current

salary)



excellent a larger salary increment (e.g., 3% of
current salary)

outstanding a larger yet salary increment (e.g., 4.5%
of current salary).

Definitions of these categories of outcome will appear further in this
draft.

Except for COLA and equity, salary adjustment is based on performance.
The intent is to review individual faculty against stated
expectations/objectives for that faculty member, as mentioned in section 1
above. The mix of expectations/objectives, consisting of teaching, research
and service, could vary among faculty members within limits predetermined
by the faculty of each department/unit. That mix could change through time
for an individual faculty member.

The first time a faculty member is reviewed under this system, equity
issues resulting from compression, gender bias, etc., will be adressed and
inequities will be redressed. Review at the University level will be
required for any recommended salary adjustment in excess of $5,000 above
the increment associated with the outcome of the review.

Those persons judged as "needing improvement" will develop a plan for
improvement. The University will make available faculty development
opportunities aimed at implementing the improvement plan.

Given the current recruiting practices which are focused on attracting
the best qualified individuals for any open position, a consistently
unsatisfactory performance over a period of years should be a rare event.
In such cases, however, the ABOR procedures specified in Chapter VI,
sections 1.1 and K could be initiated. Section I.1.a states as follows:

"Tenured faculty members shall not be dismissed or suspended without
pay except for just cause. Such dismissal or suspension may take
effect only following an opportunity for the faculty member to
utilize the conciliation/mediation and hearing procedures as
prescribed in sections K.3 ans K.4 below."

Section K specifies in detail hearing procedures for faculty. Section K.1 is
a statement of principles:

"Investigations and hearings require the judicious consideration of
facts, but they should neither partake of the form of courts of law
nor be constrained by the limitations imposed upon such courts. They
are academic hearings the purpose of which is to safeguard and protect
not only the individual rights of the members affected but also the
integrity of the university."



7. Review Process.

a. Review will occur at both the Department and College level in all cases.

Following the departmental level review by peers, as mentioned in
section 1 above, the department/unit head will meet with the
faculty member to discuss the outcome of the review and the
expectations for the next time period.

At the college level, the review will be by a committee of peers,
elected by the college faculty. Following the college level review,
the faculty member will be informed of the outacome.

b. Review will occur also at the University level (by the University
Promotion and Tenure Committee) for:

All cases in which the judgment was consistently unsatisfactory
over a number of review periods and the steps provided in the ABOR
procedures specified in Chapter VI sections 1.1 and K are
contemplated.

All cases in which the judgment is of truly exceptional performance.

Promotion to associate professor or full professor; the granting
of tenure.

External letters will be required for promotion decisions and for tenure
decisions, as well as in special circumstances occuririg during the regular
review (e.g., when publication rate is viewed by the department head as low
in quantity but of very high in quality).

8. {To be continued.}



University Curriculum Office

November23, 1994

TO:

FROM:

RE:

ISSUE

THE UNIVESFfl' OF

ARIZONA
TUCSON ARIZONA

Provcsts Advisory Grcu. Dens Council. Presidentzs Cabinet

I;.
Rotiert W. Sanke

Name change from School of Music to School of Music and Dance

The School of Music and the Committee on Dance, with approvai of the Dean of the Faculty
of Fine Arts, request approval of their proposal to change the name of the School of Music to
the School of Music and Dance.

BACKGROUND

The Committee on Dance is a unit within the School of Music.

The proposed name change for the School of Music to include dance will formally recogi1i
the cooperative administrative relationships which already exist between the two units.

e Ail existing administrative elements will remain the same except the Chiir of the Committee on
Dance will be designated as Head.

The head of dance will continue to report directly to the dean.. to sit on the Fine Arts
Executive Committee, to receive budget allocations from the dean and to set salaries in
collaboration with the dean.

Dance fàcultv will continue to serve on School of Music committees, including the
Advisory Committee and the Promotion and Tenure Committee.

Financial transactions will continue to be carried out by the School of Music business
office and through School of Music budget codes.

Dance faculty lines will continue to appear as School of Music fhcultv lines and will
continue to use discipline specific titlese.g. Professor of Music or Professor of Dance.

Teaching assignments and class scheduling will be made by the administrators responsible
for each area with formal approval retained by the Director of the School of Music.

Due to the distance between the locations of the two units, separare offices will be
maintained.

The name change has been approved by the faculty of both areas, the Director of the School of
Music and the Chair of the Committee on Dance.

/

Nugent Building 209
Tucson, Arizona 85721
(602) 621-7798
FAX (602) 621-1006
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